
Clock time is an invention of colonial, patriarchal, industrial, capitalism.

Linear units of production and finance and extraction and control. Time as

power. Time as labour. Time as money.

But how else can we experience time?

Whose experiences of time can teach us different ways to be and be

together? What can we learn from children’s relationships to time; from

‘queer time’; from ‘crip time’; non-human time; environmental time; deep

time; planetary time?

At a moment in history where we must find new ways to live, our current

question asks: How do wemake and remake time?

If you would like to contribute, we would love to hear from you. We’re not

looking for a particular answer, and we want the space on our website to

reflect the diversity of experiences and lives of all sorts of people from

everywhere.

Here’s the task: Tell us what timemeans to you. You can say whatever you

want; all responses, thoughts, feelings and emotions are welcome.

If it’s a video, please film it in landscape (wide rather than long) format.

If you wish to write something please keep the response to one side of A4

paper. If it’s a handwritten piece or a drawing please take a photo and send

it to uzo@feveredsleep.co.uk adding your name and location (e.g. Femi,

Newcastle).

To make the content on our site more accessible, we would love it if you

would record an audio version of your writing. Click here for some tips on

how to do so.

We encourage you to share 2-3 image suggestions you feel resonate with

your entry. Please make sure that you have permission to use the images
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and please share the credits (photographer, city, and year) . The photos may

or may not be published online.

If you are under 18 any videos or audio recordings must be sent to us by a

parent or legal guardian, who by sending it gives their permission for us to

upload it to our website.

Thank you for taking part.
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